In complexity theory the use of informal estimates can be justified by appealing to the Invariance Thesis which states that all standard models of sequential computing devices are equivalent in the sense that the fundamental complexity classes do not depend on the precise model chosen for their definition. This thesis would require, among others, that a RAM can be simulated by a Turing machine with constant factor overhead in space. We argue that the definition of RAM space, at least in flae manner it is traditionally given in the literature, is inadequate for this purpose. The invariance thesis can be validated only in a weak interpretation. The rather complicated simulation which achieves the constant factor space overhead is based on a new method for condensing space and uses perfect hash functions with minimal program size.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Need for Invariance
Computation theory knows a large variety of computing devices or formal calculi for effective computation. This divergence has not led to a large proliferation of computation theories due to the basic observation that the resulting formalisms are equivalent in the following sense: each computation in formalism-1 can be simulated some way or another in formalism-2. Since the need for a computation theory arose out of the requirement to show that some problems were unsolvable by effective means, this led to the situation that the researcher had complete freedom of his choice of model. If one can prove that a problem is unsolvable in one model it is unsolvable for all formalized computing devices. On the positive side, traditional mathematics used to be far rnore constructive without bothering about the precise notion of effective computability. The existence of a formal concept in many disguises has allowed us to return to our informal, intuitive way of working, relying on what has become known as the inessential use of Church's thesis: Whatever is felt to be effective can be brought within the scope of our formal models. The basic models remain on the shelves to be used at leisure and waiting to be taught to our students; their discovery has become history (Davis, 1982; FIartmanis, 1981 ) .
When in the mid-sixties the foundations were laid for a theory of complexity of computation (see, e.g., Hartmanis, 1981) , a similar development occurred. The classical models from recursion theory, like the unary Turing machine (Davis, 1958 ) and Minsky's (1972) multi-counter machine turned out to be too unwieldy for modelling real life computations. Depending on the nature of the objects one likes to deal with during the computations (numbers (nonnegative integers) or alphanumeric strings), two models have obtained a dominant position in machine-based complexity theory. The off-line multi-tape Turing machine (Aho et al., 1974) represents the standard model for string oriented computation and the random access machine (RAM) as introduced by Cook and Reckhow (1973) has become the idealized Von Neumann number cruncher.
Again experience has shown that other models can be incorporated in this theory without much difficulty. One has to investigate the computational overheads in time and storage for performing the simulations of one model on another. Such simulations have become standard material in the introductory textbooks in complexity theory (Aho et al., 1974; Wagner and Wechsung, 1986) .
We firmly believe that the theory, as presently practiced, is based on the following assumption, held to be self evident:
][NVARIANCE THESIS. There exists a standard class of machine models, which includes among others all variants of Turing machines, all variants of RAMs and RASPs with logarithmic time and space measures, and also the RAMs and RASPs in the uniform time and logarithmic space measure, provided only standard arithmetical instructions of additive type are used. Machine models in this class simulate each other with polynomially bounded overhead in time and constant factor overhead in space.
For the interpretation of this assertion it makes a difference whether one requires that a single simulation achieves both bounds on the overheads involved (strict interpretation) or whether one allows for a time-efficient simulation and an entirely different space-efficient simulation (which then may turn out to require an exponential overhead in time). As long as one investigates space or time bounded complexity classes independently the liberal interpretation suffices. On the other hand, nearly all efficient simulations known in the literature achieve both bounds at the same time. The simulation which we will describe in this paper turns out to be an exception where constant factor space overhead is obtained at the price of an exponential blow-up in the computing time.
How does one react if one is faced with evidence which seems to contradict the above Invariance Thesis? It seems that the standard strategy is to adjust the definitions when needed. The thesis becomes a guiding rule for specifying the right class of models rather than an absolute truth, and therefore this thesis, once being accepted, will never be invalidated. For example, in the mid-seventies we became aware of the power of a RAM model with built-in multiplication and division in the uniform time measure, in combination with parallel bitwise logical operations. As a consequence the resulting MRAM model (Hartmanis et al., 1976) was thrown out of the realm of reasonable machine models. The MRAM satisfies the so-called parallel computation thesis which claims that for a large collection of parallel models one has the equality //-PTIME = PSPACE. Here //-PTIME denotes the class of languages recognized in polynomial time by a parallel machine in the class under consideration. Therefore the MRAM has established itself as one of the prominent members of the second machine class (van Emde Boas, 1985a , 1985b . See (Bertoni et al., 1985; Chandra et al., 1981; Goldschlager, 1982; Hartmanis and Simon, 1976; Pratt and Stockmeyer, 1976; Savitch and Stimson, 1979; Stegwee et al., 1985) for other examples of parallel machine models which belong to this second machine class.
As pointed out by the referee, the concept of space for which the thesis states that it is stable (up to a constant factor) for the various models, is so evident from the literature that in previous papers and in earlier versions of the present one the authors did not include a specification of the space measure in their formulation of the thesis. Such a specification now has been added, since it is clear that the uniform and logarithmic space measures for the RAM are not equivalent.
It should also be clear that the way we operate with the hierarchy of fundamental complexity classes: LOGSPACE___ NLOGSPACE ~_ P___ NP___ PSPSACE = NPSPACE ~ EXPTIME ~ NEXPTIME, etc. is based on the Invariance Thesis. If we did not know that machines simulate each other with polynomial overhead in time then the classes P and NP would become machine dependent. A similar argument shows that the devices better simulate each other with constant factor overhead in space, since otherwise the classes LOGSPACE and NLOGSPACE become machine dependent.
Is the Invariance Thesis True?
There remains the unpleasant question whether the Invariance Thesis as stated above is a truth about the standard machine models as we know them. If it is true, have we taken sufficient care in proving this do be the case? For example, where does one find a formal proof that one can simulate a two-dimensional Turing machine on a single dimensional one with a constant factor overhead in space? Note that the standard proofs, which either allocate space for rectangles containing the area of the twodimensional tape visited, or manipulate records of address-value format, require nonlinear space overhead. To the knowledge of the authors, the only reference containing a complete proof of the required simulation is the inaccessible report by Hemmerling (1979) from Greifswald in the GDR; the only text book known to us containing a reference to this result is the recent encyclopedic volume written by his compatriots Wagner and Wechsung (1986) (who, by sending us a copy of this volume, have become the recipients of the windmill tile offered on the occasion of the presentation of the results presented in this paper at the 16th STOC meeting in Washington, DC, May 1984).
Our experience shows that most emphasis on the proof of specific instances of the Invariance Thesis has been directed to obtaining time efficient simulations and that space is an almost neglected area. The investigations which have led to the present paper were started when the second author had stated the Invariance Thesis as a goal to be achieved during the first lectures in his complexity theory class, and became aware of the fact that he was unable to provide a proof for the not entirely irrelevant case of simulation of a RAM on a Turing machine.
The problem of finding a space efficient simulation of a RAM on a Turing machine finds its origin in the way the space measure for a RAM is defined. It seems that in the standard textbooks, due to the emphasis on the time measure, the definition of RAM space is treated with insufficient care (again the recent textbook by Wagner and Wechsung being a notable exception, but they were aware of the problem at the time their book was being written).
It is well known that RAM space should not be measured by counting the number of registers used. Minsky (1972) has shown that with a far more restricted model one has universal computing power with just two registers. So instead every RAM register is charged for the size of its contents. Such a size function is invoked in the definition of the logarithmic time measure anyway, so why not use the same function for the space measure as well. The above heuristic leads to an expression:
where maxaddr is the index of the highest address accessed during the computation, and max(i) is the largest integer ever stored in the register with index i during the computation.
The traditional RAM model supports the use of uninitialized storage: registers which have never been accessed before contain a value zero. It is quite possible that there are registers with index in the range 0 .... , maxaddr which are never accessed during the computation, and therefore in the above formula something must be said about the space consumed by those unused registers. In a survey paper W. Savitch (1978) considers the size function1: sizew(i, x) = ifx ~< 1 then 1 else [-2log(x) + 17 fi
The resulting measure charges unused registers for an amount of one bit for the value 0 stored there. The same measure is attributed by Borodin (1973) to Cook. As a consequence it becomes possible to consume exponential space during polynomial time by performing a program like: addr := 1; for i from 1 to n do addr := addr + addr;
REG[addr] := 1 od
On the other hand, it is easy to design a simulation of a RAM on a Turing machine with polynomial time and constant factor space overhead when this measure is used. That the invariance thesis in the liberal interpretation is true when this measure is used is stated as Fact 9 in (Borodin, 1973) .
A more generally accepted measure (see, for example, Aho et al., 1974) uses the same size function for used registers but gives the unused registers for free:
This solves the anomaly stated above but introduces a new problem which seems to have been overlooked: How to simulate a RAM on a Turing machine with constant factor overhead in space?
The standard trick of storing address-value records on a work tape requires additional space for the addresses, whereas a sequential allocation of all registers in the range 0 ..... maxaddr requires space proportional to Savitch's measure. However, a more appropriate size function can be obtained by starting with a standard simulation on a Turing machine and translating backward: We claim that size b represents the intuitively correct way of measuring space on a RAM. When faced with this observation the reasonableness is generally accepted by colleagues. As observed by one of the (anonymous) referees for this paper: I have considered the "logarithmic measure" which charges logarithmic cost for both register access and its contents manipulation to be the standard measure. This is supported by the fact that the space complexity is defined in this way in the majority of common computer science text books.
We agree with this referee on his first sentence, but our investigations have failed to provide evidence supporting the second sentence. Again this is due to the emphasis on time. In the interesting case of a register access within an instruction using indirect addressing, the size of the address is charged for in the time measure. This is achieved by charging for the contents of the register used for the indirect addressing, but not as an intrinsic part of the cost of accessing the register which is reached by the indirection. If during a computation a single register is used for indirect addressing many times, this amounts to reusing the same storage over and over again; if on the other hand the address length would be charged to the registers reached by the indirections it would represent new storage for every indirect addressing reaching a new address. So if, for example, Mehlhorn (1984) states: ... in the logarithmic cost measure we sum the lengths of the binary representations of the contents of registers and storage locations and maximize over time.., this means that (given his terminology where registers represent accumulators and storage locations represent the memory registers in a RAM) the space measure defined becomes an analog of the measure based on sizes where the sum over the maxima is replaced by a maximum over a sum. This latter modification is, however, not the the solution to out problem.
Comparing the opinions of theoreticians as expressed in private communications with the content of text books leads to the impression that literature is based on an unintended erroneous definition due to insufficient precision. Still the question remains whether the definition proposed here indeed is much of an improvement over the traditional one.
First observe that the constant factor space overhead for simulation of a Turing machine on a RAM remains intact, although the standard simulation which stores tape cells in consecutive registers has to be abandoned. This simulation would introduce an g2(S .log(S)) space overhead due to the lengths of the addresses of S registers. But by using the standard trick of "one tape = two stacks," and by storing a single stack in a single register, a simulation with constant factor space overhead is obtained (at the price of increasing the time overhead by a factor S or S 2 depending on the time measure used). So our proposal validates the Invariance Thesis.
Another advantage of the use of size b is connected with the simulation of uninitialized storage as suggested in (Aho et aL, 1974, Exercise 2.12) . When using sizes the space overhead becomes I2(S.log(S)) whereas it is a constant factor space overhead when using sizeb. A similar observation can be made about the standard method of compacting sparsely used registers into a dense set by the creation of address-value pairs on the RAM itself. None of the above advantages presents compelling evidence for rejecting the traditional definition from the literature based on sizes. Such evidence would be obtained if we could show that the use of sizes would lead to a violation of the Invariance Thesis. The present paper reports on the quest for an example which would have exhibited this violation. This example would consist of a language which could be recognized in less space on a RAM than on a Turing machine, thus giving a theoretical justification of the folklore knowledge that core is more useful than tape. To our dismay, however, we must report as our main result that this quest has failed: the collection of counterexamples is empty. Instead we found a way to simulate a RAM in the measure based on sizes on a Turing machine (or equivalently, on a RAM in the measure based on sizeb) with a constant factor overhead in space. At the same time our result represents a Pyrrhic victory for the traditional space measure: the simulation requires exponential overhead in time, so it fails to validate the Invariance Thesis in its strict interpretation where simulations should be simultaneously time and space efficient. The simulation fails for both probabilistic and non deterministic modes of computation, leaving the validity of the invariance thesis for these modes of computation open. Finally, for the on-line mode of computation an explicit example of a language recognized in less space on a RAM than on a Turing machine is given in Theorem 1, so the Invariance Thesis is violated for on-line computations.
By special request of the referee, we include a final remark at this point. In the statement of the Invariance Thesis a third type of sequential device, the storage modification machine (Sch6nhage, 1980) and its look-alikes, are not mentioned. For these models there exists a very natural uniform space measure (number of nodes in the graph on which the machine operates), but it isnot difficult to show that this measure is not equivalent to space on a Turing machine. One can simulate n .log(n) tape squares on a Turing machine in a graph of O(n) nodes (van Emde Boas, 1987 ).
The Connection with Perfect Hashing
To complete this Introduction we sketch the connection between the invariance problem stated above and perfect hashing. As it turned out the problem amounts to simulating a RAM which uses its storage in a scattered way on a Turing machine which uses dense memory by its nature and to do it in such a way that the space overhead is bounded by a constant factor. A solution which suggest itself is the use of hashing techniques, where one maps a sparse set of logical addresses on a dense set of physical addresses (as long as the load factor for the hash table is bounded away from zero). If we would have at our disposal at the start of the computation a hash function which would map the (unknown) set of addresses of registers used during the computation into a hash table whose size is proportional to the number of registers used our problem would be solved. Use this hash function in a logical-to-physical address translation in all memory accesses; this would lead to a dense use of storage. Next the standard simulation on a Turing machine by sequential allocation of records containing values but no addresses would work.
Pursuing this idea we conclude that the hash function should fulfill the following requirements:
(1) It should be perfect. Otherwise, different registers get confused during the simulation.
(2) The space needed for describing and e~aluating the hash function should be at most a constant multiple of the space used by the RAM computation which is simulated. Otherwise, the space overhead for the hash function itself becomes the dominant factor.
(3) Since the set of addresses used during the computation is unknown at the start of the computation, it must be possible to certify that the hash function indeed is perfect. If the certification procedure used fails it must be possible to generate a next hash function and try again. All of this must be feasible in an amount of space proportional to the space used by the RAM computation which is simulated.
In their 1982 FOCS 23 paper, Fredman, Koml6s, and Szemer6di (1982) describe a class of perfect hash functions whose properties approximate the above requirements. These functions can scatter completely a given k-element subset of an u-element universe in a hash table of size O(k) using an additional table of O(k) slots where the description of the hash function used is stored. The function can be evaluated in time O(1) instructions (including multiplications and divisions) and space O(log(u)). This solves Yao's problem of storing a k-element set in a table proportional to k with O(1) access time for probing this table (Yao, 1981) . The result is however insufficient for our purposes since the space requirements are measured in RAM-words rather than its bits.
At the same meeting Mehlhorn (1982) presented an absolute upper and lower bound for the program size of perfect hash functions expressed in bits. A perfect hash function mapping a k-element subset from an u-element universe into a hash table of size O(k) requires program size g2(k+loglog(u)) and such functions can be described in space O(k + log log(u)). However, the examPles given which achieve this upper bound require exponential evaluation time and space, and therefore they become useless for solving our problem.
Combination of the techniques used in the two papers leads to a perfect hash function of program size O(klog(k)+loglog(u)), evaluation space O(log(u)) and evaluation time O(1) instructions (Fredman et al., 1984; Mehlhorn, 1984) , a result which was obtained independently by the present authors. Still this result is insufficient for obtaining our simulation. What we need for establishing space invariance is expressed by the following theorem:
THEOREM 3'. Let W be a set of k elements in the universe {0 ..... u -1 }; then there exists a perfect hash function f of program size O(k + log(u)) which can be evaluated in space O(k + log(u)) and which completely scatters the set W in a table of size 6k.
Our proof of this theorem provides us with a function which achieves the lower bound of Mehlhorn O(k+loglog(u) ) for program size and an evaluation time of O(k) instructions (this is the result formulated in Theorem 3 in the sequel of this paper). For functions with O(1) evaluation time an upper bound O(k log log(k)+log log(u)) is given by Jacobs and the second author (1986), where it is also indicated that the function log log(k) can be replaced by every finitely iterated logarithm, but not by log*(k). Whether there exists a perfect hash function of minimal program size and O(1) evaluation time remains an open problem.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we prove that for on-line computations Core is more powerful than Tape, and we present an attempted example of a language which seems to separate Tape and Core in the off-line case (but in fact it does not). In Section 3 we develop the theory of perfect hash functions, extending results by Fredman, Koml6s, and Szemer6di (1984) and Mehlhorn (1982 Mehlhorn ( , 1984 . Section 4 contains a sketch of the complicated simulation which proves the Invariance Thesis for the traditional RAM and Turing machine space.
THE ON-LINE CASE AND AN ATTEMPTED COUNTEREXAMPLE
If we look for a problem that separates Tape and Core, the space efficient RAM algorithm must use its space in some funny way. It must use a sparse set of addresses, since otherwise a sequential allocation of records on a tape would become efficient. It also should consume only a small amount of space inside the registers accessed, since otherwise an allocation of address-value records on tape would be sufficiently cheap. Hence we have to look for a problem that can be solved on a RAM by loading single bits into a sparse set of registers. An example is provided by the language Lo ~ {0, 1, $}* defined by Lo={wl$wz$---$wk$wolwe6{O, 1}* and w os{wil l<~i<~k}} In order to prove the lower bound it suffices to realize that by the time the Turing machine acceptor is reading the final word Wo it must have stored on its work tapes a complete description of the set of strings {will <~i<~k} it has seen on the input. Since this is an arbitrary set of strings this information is essentially uncompressible, a fact which can be formalized using Kolmogorov complexity. For the present case also a simple counting argument suffices: assuming that all strings have exact length m and assuming that all strings wi are different the number of possible It is clear that the language Lo does not represent an example separating Tape and Core for off-line computations. A Turing machine needs to store only w0 on its work tape after locating the end of the input; in a backward scan the machine can compare Wo with all the preceding we.
We have looked for a more complicated variant of L0 which would force a Turing machine acceptor to write down on a work tape a list of addresses, together with a finite amount of information for each address. What if the entire set of words we on the input is made relevant as in the language L1 defined by Ll={$mwiSw2$'"$wk$1wi~{O, 1} m and #{well<<-i<~k}<<-m}.
The language L1 consists of lists of strings of length m such that the list contains no more than m different strings. Clearly a RAM can recognize L1 on-line in space O(m) . The same space bound is achieved by an off-line Turing machine which cycles through all bit strings of length m and counts the number of such strings which it can locate in the input. So we only have achieved that the Turing machine is using exponential time in the simulation of the RAM but time is not at stake. Note also that in situations where m = O(log log(k)) the amount of space is insufficient for the Turing machine to keep track of the position of the head on the input tape on its work tapes. So the machine is unable to "remember" any particular position on the input tape where something unexpected may have happened.
We have tried to modify the language L1 in such a way that every recognizer for the modified language would be forced into an "on-line behavior"; the machine would have to process information on the strings in the input "on the spot." In doing so the machine would have to assign such information to a particular string and to do so it would have to write down all the strings encountered in the input. This leads us to consider the language L defined below: The reader is invited to try to design a Turing machine acceptor achieving the same space bound before reading further. Again we observe that by making k very large compared to m (for example, m = O(log log(k))), a Turing machine acceptor can be forced to lose control over the position of its input head. Therefore a lower bound seems to be within the scope of standard crossing sequence arguments. But, as predicted in the Introduction, the set of counterexamples turned out to be empty. Instead we have:
The
above language L can be recognized off-line on a Turing machine in space O(m).
We return to the proof of this theorem in the final section, 4, of our paper.
SPACE EFFICIENT PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS

Perfect Hash Function and Their Space Requirements
This part of the paper presents an improvement of the results in (Fredman et al., 1984; Mehlhorn, 1984) . The new result is independent of the application to the invariance problem which motivated it. Another improvement of these results (which cannot be applied for our simulation) can be found in Jacobs and van Emde Boas (1986) .
The problem considered deals with a fixed Universe U= {0 ..... u-1 }. For convenience we assume that the number of elements u is a power of 2, so u = 2 m. Elements of U are considered both as numbers and as strings of length m over the binary alphabet. We consider subsets W of U with # W<~k. For a given set W a hash function f: U~ {0 ..... s-1 } is called perfect if the restrictionfl W is a 1-1 mapping. We also express this by the phrase:f completely scatters W. The number s is called the size of the hash table used. The numbers 0 ..... s-1 correspond to slots in the hash table.
The standard use of a hash table is storing the set W itself. In the present paper we are interested in storing information about the elements in W, rather than these elements themselves. Such information can be represented by a function g: W~F, where F is a finite set, where in our situation f := #F is very small, say f ~< 8. As a consequence the space needed for representing this information in a table (given the set W) can be bounded by k.log(f) which is much smaller than the space k.log(u) which is required for writing down the entire set W in a table.
Just storing the information about W is in general not sufficient: it is also required to access this information. So given some member x in W we like to evaluate g(x) by retrieving the slot in the table where g(x) is stored. Since we do not want to store x next to g(x) in the table, since this would require space k.log(u), we need a different strategy for accessing a table slot. This is the place where perfect hashing is invoked: the perfect hash function represents the method of accessing the slot where g(x) is stored.
Rather than spending space k.log(u) for storing the set W we spend some amount of space for storing the program of a perfect hash function f, together with some space needed for evaluating f It would be nice if this could be achieved while not using more space than we are spending anyhow: O(k) for the information and O(log(u)) for the argument x.
We are therefore interested in the minimal program size and evaluation space required for a perfect hash function which completely scatters a fixed set W in U of k elements in a hash table of size proportional to k. In this investigation evaluation time is not an issue. However, for the functions obtained an estimate of the evaluation time will be given. These time bounds are given with respect to the uniform time measure for a RAM model with indirect addressing and the standard arithmetical instructions + and -but also multiplicative instructions • and/. It is known that this extension of the standard model, if allowed to work with unbounded wordlengths, becomes as powerful as the standard models for parallel machines (Bertoni et al., 1985; Hartmanis and Simon, 1976 ) but we do not consider this a real problem in the context of this paper, since we deal only with indermediate values whose sizes are bounded by O(log(u)). Our RAM model is seen as a model for everyday computers.
As a measure of space we are using bits. In practice this means that we consider our algorithms as involving a fixed number of variables and finite arrays. Each variable consumes space rlog(maxval + 1)7 + 1 where maxval is the largest value stored in this variable, and each array as described by a type specification array[0...m-1] of 0...w-1 consumes space m. I-log(w) + 17. Space consumptions of disjoint objects in the program are added. The reader might object that in the latter measure for arrays we do not charge for addresses in the array so it resembles the space measure for the RAM model which caused the problem discussed in this paper, but since we are going to use our arrays in a dense way the objection does not stand. Fredman, Koml6s, and Szemer6di (1984) (abbreviated FKS in the sequel) consider hash functions of the following simple type: Let p be a fixed prime number in the range u < p < 2u and let s denote the size of the hash table. Let W in U denote the set to be scattered. For every value K relative prime modp we can consider the hash function fK defined by: The following three lemmata are proved by FKS in (Fredman et al., 1984) In fact the proof for Lemma FKS3 in (Fredman et al., 1984) shows, after a minor modification that: We estimate
The Fredman, Koml6s, and Szemerkdi Construction
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Since there exist p-1 possible values for K there must exist at least one value K with Clash(K)~< t/2. This completes the proof.
Note that by doubling the size of the buckets to 4. t~ we can achieve that, as in Lemma FKS3, at least half of the values K have the property as described by Lemma 5. This is relevant for obtaining space efficient perfect hash functions in random polynomial time (although it is insufficient for generalizing our simulation result to the case of probabilistic computations).
The hash functions constructed in FKS (Fredman, 1984) The description of the entire two-stage hash function consists of the following elements. The number p is a fixed quantity determined by the size of the universe U only, so its description is not charged as part of the program size. One needs to store the multiplier K for the first stage transformation. Next one must store for each j in the range 0 ~< j~< k-1 the bucket size b(k, W, K, j), the initial address of the hash table for the jth bucket v j, and the multiplier Kj for the secondary hash function &. This information requires three arrays of size k, the first of which contains elements from U, whereas the remaining two contain numbers polynomially bounded by k. As a consequence, the FKS function requires O(k) RAM words, but expressing the space requirements in terms of bits yields space t2(k.log(u)) due to the presence of the K~; without these multipliers the space requirement would become f2(k.log(k)).
Evalulation of the FKS function requires time O(1): first one evaluates the primary function on the input x yielding a bucket index j. If the corresponding bucket size = 0 the input x is not a member of W; otherwise the parameters for the secondary function gi are retrieved and the address vj of the corresponding hash table is obtained. Evaluation of the secondary hash function now leads us to the location where (the information about) x is stored.
Clearly the information stored is redundant; one has j--1 j--1
so storing the bucket sizes alone suffices. However, this would require evaluation of the vj by summation and therefore would wipe out the O(1) evaluation time.
Improving the Space Bounds
Fredman, Koml6s, and Szemer6di have looked into the problem of improving the space bounds for their perfect hash functions, but a more relevant result has been presented by Mehlhorn (1982 Mehlhorn ( , 1984 . He establishes an absolute lower bound of O(k+loglog(u)) bits for the program size of a perfect hash function with the given parameters. He also describes programs for perfect hash functions which achieve this bound but these functions require an excessive amount of evaluation time and space and therefore they are useless for our purposes. It has been shown, however, that a simple combination of the FKS function with some elementary preprocessing leads to an improved space bound.
By Lemma FKS2 there exists a multiplier K such that for table size s = k 2 the function f~¢ is perfect with respect to W. Now W' := fK(W) as a subset of U' := {0 .... ,k 2} represents a reduced version of the original problem, where the size of the universe u' has become polynomial in k. As a consequence the space for the secondary hash functions in the FKS function now becomes O(k.log(k)). The space required for describing the preprocessing function is the space needed for writing down the multiplier K; this requires space O(log(u)). This modification therefore leads to a perfect hash function with program size O(k.log(k)+ log(u)) and evaluation time O( 1 ).
Mehlhorn has considered a different method of preprocessing, where he considers the simple modular reduction hq(x):~-xmod q for a suitable prime q. The reduction h u is perfect with respect to W provided the prime q does not divide any of the differences x i -xj, iCj, where W= {x~ ..... x~}. If, moreover, q does not divide any of the xi, one has always hu(x~)v~O. Using elementary analytic number theory it can be shown that a prime q can be found which satisfies these properties such that q = O(k 2. log(u)). As a consequence this q can be denoted in space O(log(k)+ log log(u)). Note that the size of the reduced universe: q= O(k 2 log(u)) is not necessarily polynomial in k, and therefore the secondary hash functions will require space O(k(log(k) + log log(u))). The best result is obtained if both preprocessing methods are combined. By a modular reduction the universe size is first reduced to O(k 2 log(u)); next by using Lemma FKS2 the size is further reduced to O(k2). Both reductions require program size O(log(k)+loglog(u)). The subsequent FKS function will use space O(k.log(k)), leading to a total space O(k.log(k) + log log(u)) for the entire hash function. If we consider the kind of arithmetic used in the evaluation it can be seen that we have proved: This result which we have announced in the presentation of our work at the STOC 16 meeting at Washington DC (Slot and van Emde Boas, 1984) can also be found in (Fredman et al., 1984; Mehlhorn, 1984) . Our invariance result needs a further improvement of the space bound as is expressed in our next result (which implies Theorem 3'): For the remaining indices j a second multiplier k2 can be found such that the corresponding transformations gi.2 are perfect for their buckets for at least one quarter more of the buckets. Continuing in this way we obtain a collection of log(k) + 1 different multipliers for the secondary hash functions, such that each of the buckets B(k, W, K, j) is scattered completely by at least one gs.t for 1 ~< t ~<log(k)+ 1. Storing these multipliers in an array requires space O(log(k) 2) and this is sufficiently small. Note that without preprocessing space 12(log(k)-log(u)) would be required which could well be too much.
In the FKS construction knowledge of the multiplier for the secondary hash function is insufficient for evaluating it, since the size of the corresponding hash table (being in our situation sj=2* t}) is also required. As indicated before, these table sizes, together with the initial addresses of the corresponding hash tables can be evaluated by simple arithmetic in time O(k) from the bucket sizes t~ themselves. If we are storing these values in an array we are consuming space O(k. log(k)) again; so a more space efficient representation is needed.
The more efficient coding can be obtained as follows: since the buckets together form the image of the set W under the two preprocessing stages we know that the total number of elements in the buckets equals k. Hence if we encode these bucket sizes in unary, and concatenate these encodings separated by zero symbols we obtain a bit string of length 2k consisting of k O's and k l's. Every string of this shape, moreover, can occur as the encoding of a sequence of bucket sizes. The sizes tj can be evaluated in time O(k) and space O(log(k)) by reading this encoding. This shows that the space required for writing down the administrative information concerning our secondary hash functions can be reduced to O(k).
One more problem remains. In order to evaluate a secondary transformation we must know which multiplier k, is assigned to B(k, W, K, j).
Again, if we store these multipliers in an array we will consume space O(k log(k)) and we have no saving over the use of k different multipliers. If we encode not the multiplier but its index in the array of log(k) + 1 multipliers the space consumption goes down to O(k log log(k)) which still is more than we are willing to spend. So again a coding trick using bit strings is required.
Remember that the first multiplier kl was good for at least one half of the k buckets; hence we can design a bit string of length k which contains a 1 at positionj if the multiplier kl is good for thejth bucket. Next we write down a similar bit string of length ~<k/2 encoding those remaining buckets for which the second multiplier is good. Continuing in this way we see that we can write down a bit string of length ~<2k, consisting of no more than log(k)+ 1 segments, where the tth segment encodes which buckets which were not assigned to any multiplier k,, with t' < t, are assigned to k,. Again this string will contain exactly k l's, since every bucket will be assigned to a multiplier precisely once.
It remains to be seen how we can infer from this encoding the multiplier assigned to B (k, W, K, j) In the above program order represents the index of the currently scanned segment of the bit string zz which perform the encoding. The length of this segment in stored in size. The counters pos and place are used for keeping track of the position in the entire bit string zz and the current segment, respectively. If we conclude that index j has its bit set to true in this segment we must assign the multiplier with index order to the jth bucket. Otherwise we must look for the bit corresponding to the jth bucket in position rem of the next segment, since in rem we are counting the number of buckets which are not yet assigned to any multiplier. If we have read to the end of the current segment the length of the new segment is equal to the current value of rem.
Inspection of the above algorithm shows that we do not need special markers in the bit string zz for separating the segments. The algorithm itself will detect these borderlines by counting as long as the string zz contains at least k occurrences of a 1. This correctness assertion remains valid for strings of arbitrary length--the bound of 2k on the length of zz holds for the particular strings constructed in our encoding.
This detailed description of the decoding algorithm which calculates the assignment of multipliers to buckets completes the description of our space efficient hash function. As a hash function our construction has yielded a function whose structure is similar to the FKS function with preprocessing which has been described for proving Proposition 1; the difference is the highly compressed way of storing its description.
From the above proof we can obtain an explicit syntactic description of the programs describing our hash functions, and it is clear from this description that the space bound claimed in our Theorem 3 is achieved. These programs consist of six segments (with k and the prime q being implied by the context):
(1) a prime p= O(k 2 log(u)) used in the first preprocessing stage (2) a prime p' and a multiplier k', both O(k 2 log(u)) used in the second preprocessing stage (3) a multiplier K= O(k 2) for the third stage where the set is scattered into buckets (4) a bit string denoting the bucket sizes (5) a bit string denoting the assignment of multipliers to buckets (6) an array of size log(k)+ 1 of multipliers for the fourth stage transformation.
From the description of our construction it should be clear that the evaluation time and space for our programs satisfy the bounds claimed in Theorem 3 as well. In the statement of the theorem we have claimed evaluation space O(k + log(u)) rather than O(log(k)+ log log(u)), since we did not assume that the argument and the function description are accessible off-line: so the space consumed by input and program description is included in the evaluation space. If only the work space of the evaluation itself has to be measured the bound clearly becomes O(log(k) + log log(u)).
The syntactic conditions expressing that our programs are well formed are rather mild, but it cannot be inferred from the program itself whether the function described is perfect with respect to any k-element set W at all.
Further Remarks on Perfect Hashing
Having completed the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude this section with some additional remarks.
The question arises how we can decide whether a given well-formed program yields a hash function which is perfect with respect to W or not. If the set W is given in the input we can test for collisions by storing a single element of W and evaluating the program for all other elements; this yields a test for being perfect which uses working space O(k + log(u)). The same bound can be achieved if we have access to some oracle which can produce the elements of W as many times as we need.
If our source for W will produce the elements of W only once without repetitions it is still possible to check for being perfect by evaluating the hash function at the subsequent elements of W and storing a single bit at the corresponding position in a hash table; this test will consume space O(k + log(u)). This method fails if the set W is given on-line as a sequence with repetitions, since finding a 1 at a position in the hash table now can indicate both a collision and an element of W which we have seen before. An argument similar to our proof of theorem 2 will show that there can exist no test for checking whether a program of size O(k + log log(u)) given off-line, defines a hash function which is perfect with respect to a set W given on-line with repetitions.
We did not consider the problem of how to obtain a hash function given the sets W and U. Using a verification procedure as indicated above (assuming that the set W is given in a suitable way) we can simply generate all well-formed programs until we find one which can be certified to be perfect. If we are willing to double the size of the hash tables to 12k and if we do accordingly with the intermediate stages we can achieve that the multipliers and primes with the required properties are not only available but can be generated with high probability as well. It therefore becomes possible to generate with a randomized algorithm the segments 1, 2, 3, and 6 of our program in random polynomial time. Given a fixed set W it then becomes possible to compute the remaining bit strings also. However, we do not see how a randomized procedure can produce a complete description of our hash function which has a good probability of even being consistent with the bucket sizes for a set W which is completely unknown. Such a construction will be required in order that our simulation presented in the next section can be generalized for the case of probabilistic computations. The precise requirements are expressed in the open problem below:
OPEN PROBLEM. Suppose that the values k and u are given. Is it possible to define a sample space of hash functions F with the following properties, where e > 0 is given in advance:
(1) each function fin F has program size O(k+log(u)), and can be evaluated in the same amount of space (2) for every subset W of at most k elements in the universe U= {0 .... , u-l}, the probability that an element of F is perfect with respect to W exceeds e.
Our result presents an evaluation-time vs. program-space trade-off in the theory of perfect hashing. Evaluation time O(1) can be obtained for a program of size O(k log(k) + log log(u)), whereas Mehlhorn's lower bound O(k+loglog(u)) can be achieved with evaluation time O(k) . From the construction presented it seems likely that the space can be reduced to O(k log log(k)) + log log(u)) while keeping O(1) evaluation time. Indeed we can encode in this small amount of space both the bucket sizes and the assignments of buckets to multipliers, but we were unable to encode also the initial addresses of the secondary hash tables in this amount of space while preserving O(1) evaluation time. But Jacobs and the second author (1986) obtained this improvement of this trade-off result: O(1) evaluation time can be achieved with a program of size O(k log log(k)+ log log(u)); moreover the double logarithm log log(k) can be replaced by any finitely iterated logarithm but not by log*(k). The technique used did not involve any of the encoding tricks from the present paper. Since it is unlikely that this is the final word on this issue we close with the conjecture:
Conjecture. There exist perfect hash functions of program size and evaluation space O(k + log log(u)) and evaluation time O(1). In this section all computing devices are deterministic off-line processors, unless stated otherwise. The space measure for RAMs is the traditional one based on sizes defined in Section 1. As stated in the Introduction, this measure leads to the problem of simulating a RAM on a Turing machine with constant factor overhead in space. The problem was related to the possibility of storing information in memory by tagging addresses rather than using their contents. A tentative counterexample based on this possibility was proposed at the end of Section 2. Its definition was:
L= {SmwlSWz$'"SWkSlWi~{O, 1} m and #{will <~i<<.k} <~m and for no nontrivial prefix xj :=$mw1Sw2$...$wjS it holds that the number of occurrences in XJ of all wi occurring in xj is even }.
Theorem 2 next stated that this language was no counterexample after all.
THEOREM 2. The above language L can be recognized off-line on a Turing machine in space O(m).
In the present section we use the perfect hash functions introduced in Section 3 to prove this theorem. Next we proceed to the general case of simulation of an arbitrary RAM computation on a Turing machine without loss of space.
Proof of Theorem 2. The Turing machine acceptor which recognizes L in space O(m) operates as follows: First the input is scanned in order to determine the value of m. In a subsequent sweep the machine checks that the input is well formed: the input must consist of binary strings of length m separated by S-symbols. All of this can be done in space O(log(m)).
Next the machine allocates the space needed for representing the program of a perfect hash function scattering completely an m-element subset of the universe U= {0 ..... 2 m-1 } into a hash table of size 6m. The space for a hash table of size 6m, consisting of two-bit words is allocated as well. The amount of space needed for this purpose is O(m + log log(T")) = O(m). The set W of words which should be scattered completely clearly is the set of binary strings of length m which occur in the input.
Given a description of a hash function we can simulate the algorithm as described by the program in Section 2, while using the hash function to translate between the logical address % and the physical address in the hash table where the two-bit piece of information on the occurrences of % is stored. This simulation will evaluate correctly whether the input belongs to L whenever the hash function used is perfect with respect to W. Otherwise the computation will always terminate, unless the evaluation of the hash function itself would diverge, but as indicated before, there exist moderately mild syntactic conditions which ensure that a program of a proposed hash function can be evaluated within the specified space and time bounds.
If the simulation produces an abort or a reject we proceed to the next candidate hash function. In case the simulation yields an accept we test whether the hash function is perfect. This is done by checking for each slot in the hash table that the first string which is hashed onto this slot is the unique one to be hashed there. This requires another time an amount of space O(m). Note that the input strings wj are present on the input and can be inspected as frequently as needed. The input is accepted if the check on the hash function produces the answer that the function was perfect; otherwise the next program for a hash function is tried.
The simulation either terminates by accepting the input or running out of possible candidate programs for a hash function; in the later case the input is rejected.
It is clear that the above simulation requires space O(m). Its correctness is based on Theorem 3. Note that the time overhead for the simulation is exponential: from real time to 0(m22 c'm) for some constant c. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
The General Case
The result which expresses the general simulation can be expressed as follows: THEOREM 4. Let G(n) be a space bound and let B be a language recognized by an off-line deterministic RAM in space G(n), where space is measured using sizes. Then there exists a deterministic off-line Turing machine acceptor which recognizes B in space G(n) as well.
Note that, due to the constant factor speed-up for Turing machine space, we can replace O(G(n)) by G(n) in the formulation of the above theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4. Our Turing machine acceptor will work as follows: it simulates the RAM computation but whenever the RAM accesses some address j the Turing machine will access some record f(j) in a block of records which are allocated sequentially on some work tape. The function f which is used here is a hash function assumed to be perfect with respect to the set of addresses used during the RAM computation. It is moreover a hash function as described in Section 3 corresponding to the following parameters:
U--{0 ..... maxaddr}, where maxaddr is the largest address used in the RAM computation W= the set of addresses used in the RAM computation rn --# W= the number of different addresses used in the RAM computation.
If the simulated computation rejects the next program for a hash function f is attempted. If the simulated computation accepts the hash function used is tested for being perfect with respect to W; this is done by rerunning the computation O(m) times and checking for every record on the work tape that the first address hashed onto that record is the unique address hashed there.
The above simulation leads to a number of problems we must solve in order to let the idea work out. The first problem is that at the start of the simulation the values m and maxaddr are unknown. The second problem is that a simulated computation based on an imperfect hash function may start to behave in a total incorrect way: it may start to consume exponential space, or even worse, diverge on a finite amount of space.
The first problem is solved by using Savitch's (1970) trick of incremental allocation of space. Since we are willing to spend space O(m+ log(maxaddr)) in our computation anyway, we may as well assume that maxaddr ~ 2". We also enforce a bound of 9m on the total amount of space in the simulated RAM registers. We start by assuming that m = 2 and maxaddr=4, and try out the simulation based on all hash function according to these parameters. If all these computations have failed we double m and take the square of maxaddr and try again. In case the input is accepted we will succeed at some stage with values for m and maxaddr which require at most a constant time the amount of space necessary in the accepting RAM computation. If the input is rejected by the RAM the simulation as sketched above will run forever, but a simple modification will enable us to obtain rejections with constant factor space overhead as well. This is done by certifying that the hash function is perfect also for the case of a rejecting computation. As soon as the allocated space is large enough we will sooner or later encounter some perfect hash function and this will enable us to determine that the simulated rejection is a correct one.
It remains to explain how we deal with misbehavior caused by the used of an imperfect hash function for translating RAM addresses on Turing machine tape records. The case where the disturbed computation runs in the same amount of space as the original one but produces an incorrect answer is no problem; we will discover this during the certification of the hash function. Also the case of a disturbed computation which consumes excessively more space than the correct one will be detected--for that purpose the total amount of space to be used for the records on the work tape has been bounded by 9m. However, we can not solve in this manner the case where a machine starts to diverge on a constant amount of space. This later problem cannot be solved by the use of a step counter for detecting a loop, since we did not exclude that G(n)= o(log(n)), and therefore we cannot keep track of the position of the input head in the given amount of space.
Instead we use the backward simulation technique described by Sipser (1980) . Without loss of generality we assume that the accepting configuration is unique. Sipser next performs a backward depth-first search in the component of the inverse computation graph which contains the accepting configuration. Due to the fact that the computation is deterministic this graph has the structure of a directed graph with indegree 1. Nodes are configurations satisfying the space bound. The unique accepting configuration Cacc is the root of a component which has the structure of a tree. There exists an edge CI ~ C2 iff C 2 ~ C! is a transition of the machine.
It is possible to perform a depth first search on this tree without an additional stack: proceeding along an edge amounts to reconstructing a move backwards in a computation, and the edge can be traced backwards afterwards by simulating the same move in the forward direction. Therefore it suffices to allocate space for two consecutive configurations.
All together our proof of Theorem 4 is therefore based on a composition of two simulations. We simulate the RAM by a Turing machine using incremental storage and a hash function as a logical to physical address translator, where the hash function will be certified after its use; this Turing machine is simulated backwards by Sipser's simulation in order to solve the problem of looping. Note that the Sipser simulation indirectly also solves the problem of space overflow. With a minor modification the Sipser simulation can be used for obtaining rejections as well. We may invoke the Sipser simulation since it was invented in order to work with a constant factor overhead in space for arbitrarily small space bounds. So this combination of simulations yields the constant factor overhead claimed by Theorem 4, and this completes the proof.
From the above proof some simplifications suggest themselves for cases where additional information is available. If the space bound G(n) is constructable we do not need the technique of incremental space, since we can allocate the required space for the hash function and table at the start of the computation. If the RAM acceptor behaves properly, even when two registers become confused, we can do without Sipser's simulation. The later simulation can also be eliminated for space bounds S(n)= ~2(log(n)), since then a loop can be detected by counting steps.
Note that the time overhead in the above simulation again is quite substantial. If T(n) is the original time bound it can be observed that a single run of a forward Turing machine simulation of the RAM requires time
O(T(n).S(n))
; the certification of the hash function adds another factor S(n). Next we have to do this for an exceptional number of hash functions yielding time O(T(n). S(n)-2cstn)). The effect of the Sipser simulation is that a single run itself will consume time O(n. 2c,.stnl), so the final estimate for a single stage in our incremental storage simulation becomes
O(T(n).S(n)
.2 c'sl")) as well; this is also an estimate for the entire simulation time.
As such it follows that our simulation suffices to establish invariance of space between the two candidate RAM space measures if we accept the liberal interpretation of the Invariance Thesis, but our proofs fails to provide evidence for the validity of the Invariance Thesis in the strict interpretation.
It is also clear that determinism is crucial in order to make the above proof valid. We use determinism twice: it is needed in order to certify that the hash function is perfect, and also the validity of Sipser's simulation is based on determinism. As a consequence the problem of space invariance remains open for the nondeterministic mode of computation. It is still conceivable that there exists a language recognizable in less space on a nondeterministic RAM based on size~ than on a nondeterministic Turing machine.
The probabilistic mode of computation represents an interesting intermediate case. Let us consider the definition where a language L is recognized by a probabilistic device M provided that for some e > 0.5 the probability that an element w in L is accepted by M exceeds e, whereas the probability that an input outside L is accepted is bounded by 1-e. Moreover, with probability 1 the machine should respect the space bound
G(n).
Assume that we improve our construction of perfect hash functions so that we can solve the open problem mentioned at the end of Section 3. Then we can consider the following extension of our result for constructable space bounds G(n): On input w the machine will first evaluate G(n) and generate a random hash function which as a probability of less than (e-0.5)/2 of being imperfect with respect to the set of addresses in the probabilistic computation to be simulated next. Using this candidate hash function we simulate our RAM computation on a Turing machine without bothering whether the hash translation is perfect or not. Since we did sacrifice only one half of our tolerance margin, this is still an acceptable probabilistic discriminator between members and nonmembers of L. But as indicated, this simulation requires a positive answer to our open problem in Section 3 which we so far were unable to obtain.
CONCLUSIONS
We started our paper with a discussion on the relevance of the Invariance Thesis as a justification of our everyday behavior in computer science, where algorithms are analyzed on the basis of informal presentations. Since the RAM is introduced as the standard model of algorithm analysis, it should be endowed with a space measure which satisfies invariance with respect to the basic model of computation theory: the Turing machine. The space measure based on sizeb clearly has this property and is generally accepted to be the reasonable space measure for the RAM. Investigation of the few references where a formal definition of RAM space is provided yields the impression that these definitions are almost always a misrepresentation leading to our opinion that the actual measure defined is the one based on size~ which is the incorrect one.
We have seen that space invariance for the traditional measure based on sizes fails for the on-line mode of computation, leads to invariance for deterministic computations, but only when we accept a liberal interpretation of the Invariance Thesis, and leads to open problems for both nondeterministic and probabilistic computations. The measure based on sizeb has the following advantages:
(1) It is self evident that it respects the Invariance Thesis in the strict interpretation.
(2) The standard tricks of condensing space and the use of unitialized space require constant factor overheads in space.
(3) There is a plausible argument that within register REG[i] some circuit of size 12(log(i)) is activated whenever this register is accessed. How otherwise could this register have been identified? Therefore our measure can be argued for on physical grounds as well.
For practical analysis of algorithms it will hardly make a difference which of the two measures is used, since in virtually all concrete algorithms registers contain contents proportional to at least the logarithm of their addresses. Also for all algorithms which consume their registers in a dense way the difference between the two measures is absorbed in a constant factor.
It is amazing that, even 13 years after the invention of the RAM model (Cook and Rechow, 1973) this model still offers open problems even with respect to its foundations. In the book of Wagner and Wechsung a more extended collection of possible space measures is given, most of which do not satisfy invariance. Also the problem of the optimality of the time efficient simulations of RAMs on Turing machines has been under closer surveillance during the past years. See Wiedermann (1983) and Katajainen et al. (1985) .
